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When W. A. Dwiggins developed the original  
Metro family, in 1929, he was already a celebrated 
illustrator, calligrapher, book designer and writer.  
In fact, his design career was so prolific and varied,  
he would eventually coin the term ‘graphic designer’ 
in order to encapsulate this broad range of experience. 
But when Dwiggins set out, at the age of 49, to 
challenge the strictly geometric modernist sans-serif 
forms popular at the time, it was the first time he  
had ever tried his hand at typeface design. 

Dwiggins’ drawings for Metro were subtle  
where the others were sterile, graceful where the 
others were gaunt. The slanted apex of his capital  
‘A’ and the old-style forms of his letters such as ‘a,’ ‘e’ 
and ‘g’ lent a calligraphic air to his design. The public, 
however, though intrigued by the more humanist 
touch, still had its heart set on the sparse designs  
of the modernist European sans. Dwiggins relented, 
making adjustments here and there, and so it  
was that the ever-popular Metro No. 2 was born.  
Metro No. 1, with all its quirks and old-style  
charm, was left to gather dust as a prop of history.

And there it would have remained had it not  
been for the discovery, by film director Douglas 
Wilson, of Dwiggins’ original Metro No. 1  
production drawings, stored at the Museum of 
Printing in North Andover, Mass. When Wilson, 
director of Linotype: The Film, came across these 
original drawings during his research, he was  
surprised and delighted by the ‘great old quirks  
and lively characters’ of Dwiggins’ original design  
and immediately set about commissioning a  
digital version to be used exclusively for the film’s  
credits. After a few successful rounds of small  
design modifications, there was overwhelming 
consensus for an enhanced and expanded version  
of the Metro family. 

A masterpiece lost,
found and reimagined

Clockwise, from top: W. A. Dwiggins, the master at work;  
a selection of original Metro No. 1 characters, now standard  
in Metro Nova; from 1929, Metro’s first showing in Linotype’s 
‘Big Red’ Specimen Book.
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gMetro Nova is Toshi Omagari’s restoration and 
reinvention of W. A. Dwiggins’ classic Metro  
design. Omagari has built on Dwiggins’ masterful 
foundation to develop a humanist sans-serif family 
that fits comfortably in a wide range of settings,  
one that travels back and forth with ease from  
the printed page to the screen. 

Omagari worked to make Metro Nova appealing  
to current design sensibilities without sacrificing  
the essence of the original. He drew the shoulders  
of characters like the ‘m’ and ‘n’ more rounded,  
and created fuller bowls for letters like the ‘a’ and  
‘d,’ giving Metro Nova a softer demeanor than its 
predecessor. Omagari also gave a robust and versatile 
edge to his already hardworking family of fonts by 
including the alternate letters that had distinguished 
the earlier Metro No. 1 and Metro No. 2 designs. 

‘There were a number of idiosyncrasies in  
Dwiggins’ original,’ Omagari recalls. ‘Distilling these 
was a challenge. It was perhaps the most difficult 
and the most rewarding part of the design process.  
This was when Metro Nova became my own design.’  

The Metro Nova family includes seven weights, 
from thin to extra black, in regular proportions, and 
six weights of condensed designs. Each design has  

an italic complement for a total of 26 styles.  
The family is also available as a suite of OpenType 
Pro fonts, allowing for the automatic insertion of 
ligatures and fractions, in addition to the alternate 
characters Omagari included in each design.

Classic design 
for the digital age

26 styles

208 alternates

909 glyphs

Thin

Light

Regular

Medium

Bold

Black

Extra Black 

Thin Italic

Light Italic

Regular Italic

Medium Italic

Bold Italic

Black Italic

Extra Black Italic 

Thin

Light

Regular

Medium

Bold

Black

Thin Italic

Light Italic

Regular Italic

Medium Italic

Bold Italic

Black Italic 

standard

condensed
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Standard Fonts in the Package

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv 

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv 

thin

light

regular

medium

bold

black

extra  
black

 roman italic

available in         useFul Weights7
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hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv 

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv

hamburgefonstiv 

thin

light

regular

medium

bold

black

 condensed roman condensed italic

Condensed Fonts in the Package
available in         useFul Weights6
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Metro Nova Weights

e
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e
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e
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e

e
e
e
e

e
e

 thin  light regular medium bold black extra black

regular

italic

condensed

condensed 
italic
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M
W
M

W

The splayed ‘M’ and wide ‘W’ alternates provide  
a classic counterpoint to the standard design
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Quant

gracious Sajitha

dynamic

humanistic

örþrifaráðs
nghiêng

beauty

Žižkov
Fairfax Sevinçli

süffig

Metro Nova Settings
vArious Weights and sizes, With and Without opentype alternate glyphs

sweets Rometexture
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Metro Nova Numerals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3

 proportional tabular small caps

Fractions and currency
available in oldstyle, proportional , tabular and lining

regular

36

black

72

extra black

130

¼ ½ ¾ $ ¢ £ ¥ ¤ € ₹ ₺
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lining tabular

lining proportional

oldstyle tabular

oldstyle proportional

smallcap tabular

smallcap proportional

superscript

Fraction

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 H x 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 H x 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 7 8 9

 deFault set alternate set (stylistic set 1 or 10)

Metro Nova Numerals
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aa
The single story ‘a’ is a charming 
alternate to the standard design
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Metro Nova as Body Copy
With small caps, bold and italic

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms 
of its esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the 
art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What  
do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to 
their eyes? Good design is always practical design. 
And what they see in a good type design is, partly, its 
excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has  
a ‘heft’ and balance in all its parts just right for its  
size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of  
its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the  
work that the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, 
nor ‘skinny’ and weak, no waste of material and no  
lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of type? 
What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good 
design is always practical design. And what they see in a good type design is, 
partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a ‘heft’ and balance 
in all its parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all of 
its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to 
do, neither clumsy and thick, nor ‘skinny’ and weak, no waste of material and no 
lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by a man who 
worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, 
actually, a work of art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, 
or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good looks, a suitability 
to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on paper and read. That explains, in a 
way, why the experts rave over the fine shapes of letters; but it fails to explain 
wherein the shapes are fine. If you seek to go further with the inquiry, theories 
will be your only answer. Here is a theory that the proponent thinks may have 
sense in it: Fine type letters were, in the first place, copies of fine written letters. 

(17 point leaded)(13 point leaded)

13 point9 point

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its  
esthetic design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing 
rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is  

24 point

(29  point leaded)
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Metro Nova Condensed as Body Copy
With small caps, bold and italic

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic 
design? Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a 
specific face of type? What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively 
pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And 
what they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent practical 
fitness to perform its work. It has a ‘heft’ and balance in all its parts 
just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good chair has all  
of its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that 
the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor ‘skinny’ and weak, 
no waste of material and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the 
chair may have been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of 
fine shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of 
art. The same thing holds for shapes of letters. And your chair, or your 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? Why do the 
pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of type? What do they see in it?  
Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good design is always practical design. And 
what they see in a good type design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its work.  
It has a ‘heft’ and balance in all its parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good  
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that the chair has to  
do, neither clumsy and thick, nor ‘skinny’ and weak, no waste of material and no lack of strength.  
And, beyond that, the chair may have been made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine 
shapes and curves and proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. The same thing holds for 
shapes of letters. And your chair, or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, besides its good 
looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped on paper and read. That explains,  
in a way, why the experts rave over the fine shapes of letters; but it fails to explain wherein the 
shapes are fine. If you seek to go further with the inquiry, theories will be your only answer.  
Here is a theory that the proponent thinks may have sense in it: Fine type letters were, in the first 
place, copies of fine written letters. Fine written letters were fine because they were produced in 
the most direct and simple way by a tool in the hands of a person expert in its use, by a person, 
moreover, who was an artist, i.e., a person equipped to make sound judgments about lines,  

(17 point leaded)(12 point leaded)

13 point9 point

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of type? 
What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes? Good 

24 point

(29  point leaded)
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Metro Nova as Body Copy
With and Without the alternate ‘e’

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of type? 
What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes?  
Good design is always practical design. And what they see in a good type 
design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a ‘heft’ 
and balance in all its parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good 
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that 
the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor ‘skinny’ and weak, no waste  
of material and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been 
made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and curves and 
proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. The same thing holds for shapes 
of letters. And your chair, or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have, 
besides its good looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped  
on paper and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave over the fine 
shapes of letters; but it fails to explain wherein the shapes are fine. If you seek 
to go further with the inquiry, theories will be your only answer. Here is a theory 
that the proponent thinks may have sense in it: Fine type letters were, in the 
first place, copies of fine written letters. Fine written letters were fine because 
they were produced in the most direct and simple way by a tool in the hands  
of a person expert in its use, by a person, moreover, who was an artist, i.e.,  
a person equipped to make sound judgment abouts lines, curves, proportions, 
etc. The artist of that moment when printing was invented who furnished  
the fine written patterns for type was (luckily for printing) working at the top  
notch of a fine tradition of calligraphy. He was making sound judgments about  
lines and curves and proportions of letters. He had resurrected an ancient 
distinguished style of writing and had added to it the quality of his own fine 
taste. His letters flowed from his pen easily and simply without any tricks or 
affectations or extraneous embellishments. He was simple enough and artist 
enough to let the implement itself (and his facile hand) shape the product.  
The fine qualities of this artist’s letter forms were carried over into the metal 

HOW IS ONE TO ASSESS and evaluate a type face in terms of its esthetic design? 
Why do the pace-makers in the art of printing rave over a specific face of type? 
What do they see in it? Why is it so superlatively pleasant to their eyes?  
Good design is always practical design. And what they see in a good type 
design is, partly, its excellent practical fitness to perform its work. It has a ‘heft’ 
and balance in all its parts just right for its size, as any good tool has. Your good 
chair has all of its parts made nicely to the right size to do exactly the work that 
the chair has to do, neither clumsy and thick, nor ‘skinny’ and weak, no waste  
of material and no lack of strength. And, beyond that, the chair may have been 
made by a man who worked out in it his sense of fine shapes and curves and 
proportions: it may be, actually, a work of art. The same thing holds for shapes 
of letters. And your chair, or your letter (if a true artist made it) will have,  
besides its good looks, a suitability to the nth degree to be sat in, or stamped  
on paper and read. That explains, in a way, why the experts rave over the fine 
shapes of letters; but it fails to explain wherein the shapes are fine. If you seek  
to go further with the inquiry, theories will be your only answer. Here is a theory 
that the proponent thinks may have sense in it: Fine type letters were, in the first 
place, copies of fine written letters. Fine written letters were fine because they 
were produced in the most direct and simple way by a tool in the hands of a 
person expert in its use, by a person, moreover, who was an artist, i.e., a person 
equipped to make sound judgments about lines, curves, proportions, etc.  
The artist of that moment when printing was invented who furnished the fine 
written patterns for type was (luckily for printing) working at the top notch of  
a fine tradition of calligraphy. He was making sound judgments about lines and 
curves and proportions of letters. He had resurrected an ancient distinguished 
style of writing and had added to it the quality of his own fine taste. His letters 
flowed from his pen easily and simply without any tricks or affectations or  
extraneous embellishments. He was simple enough and artist enough to let the 
implement itself (and his facile hand) shape the product. The fine qualities of 
this artist’s letter forms were carried over into the metal types and sealed up 

With the alternate ‘e’deFault style
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capitals

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅĄÆĆĈČÇĊĎ Đ ÐÈÉÊËĒĔĖĚ

ĘĜĞĠĢĤĦÌÍÎ Ĩ Ï Ī Ĭ İ ĮĲĴĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇÑŅŊÒ Ó

Ô Õ Ö Ō Ŏ Ő Ø ŒŔŘŖŚŠŜŞȘẞŤŢȚŦÞÙÚÛ

ŨÜŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŽŻ

loWercases

abcdefghi jklmnop qrstuvwxyz

àáâãäāăåąæćĉčçċďđðèéêëēĕėěęĝğġģĥħıì í î

ĩ ï ī ĭ įĳ ĵķĸĺ ľ ļ ŀ łńňñņŉŋòóôõöōŏőøœŕřŗśšŝşșßť

ţțŧþùúûũüūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźžżfifl

small caps

AbcdEfgHI jklmNOpqrSTuvWxyz

ÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅĄÆĆĈČÇĊĎĐÐÈÉÊËĒĔĖĚĘĜĞĠĢĤĦÌÍ

Î Ĩ Ï Ī Ĭ İ ĮĲ ĴĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇÑŅŊÒÓÔÕÖŌŎŐØŒŔŘŖŚŠŜ

ŞȘŤŢȚŦÙÚÛŨÜŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŽŻẞÞf Ifl

accents

`  ´  ˆ  ˜  ¨  ¯  ˘  ˚  ˝  ˙  ˇ  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  ¸  ˛  

punctuation & miscellaneous signs

' " ‘ ’ “ ”‚„«»‹ › ¡ !¿?&*. , : ;…• · -–—~_(/)[\]{^} | ¦†‡¶§@™®©

lining numerals, tabular & proportional

0123456789  0123456789

oldstyle numerals, tabular & proportional

0123456789 0123456789

small cap numerals, tabular & proportional

0123456789 0123456789

currency & math signs

$¢€₺₹£¥ƒ¤#¬+−×÷=±<>≤≥≈≠∂∙∞

%‰½¼¾∏∫√∑ΔΩμπ◊ℓ°℮

Character Set
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small cap signs

¡ ! ¿ ?&$¢€₺₹£¥ƒ%‰

superscript

ABCDE FGH I J K LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   abcde fgh i j k lmnopqr s tuvwxyz

0 1 2 34 56 7890 1 23456789

numerators & denominators

0 123456789/ 0 1 2 3456789

alternate capitals

AGJMNVWÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅĄĜĞĠĲĴŃŇÑŅŊẀẂŴẄ

alternate loWercases

aegvw  àáâãäāăåąæðèéêëēĕėěęĝğġģœẁẃŵẅ

alternate small caps

AGJMNVW  ÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅĄĜĞĠĲĴŃŇÑŅŊẀẂŴẄ

alternate punctuations & signs

‘ ’ “ ”‚„&, ;™

alternate lining numerals, tabular & proportional

0123456789  0123456789

alternate small cap numerals, tabular & proportional

0123456789  0123456789

alternate currency & math signs

$¢£½¼¾

alternate small cap signs

&$¢£

alternate superscript

AG JMNVW   aegvw   0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 90 1 2 3456 789

alternate numerators & denominators

0 1 2 3456 789 /0 1 2 3456 789

character set continued
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small capitals

all small capitals

standard ligatures

proportional numerals

tabular numerals

lining numerals

oldstyle numerals

Fractions

numerator & denominator

super & subscript

kerning

Hamburger & fonts1234

Hamburger & fonts1234

fine flow

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789/0123456789

01234567890123456789

1st 2nd 3rd 1A MLLE 106 H2O

PASSAGEWAY.

HAmburgEr & fONTS1234

HAmburgEr & fONTS1234

fine flow (no visual diFFerence)

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789 0123456789

0123456789/0123456789

01234567890123456789

1st 2nd 3rd 1A MLLE 106 H2O

PASSAGEWAY.

OpenType Features
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Metro Nova In Use

wrangler,

wrangler,

or wrangler?

deFault style

 stylistic set 1 
all alternates 

stylistic sets 6 & 7 
alternate ‘e’  and ‘g’ 

indicates alternate

a comparison oF sylistic alternatives
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wrangler,

wrangler,

stylistic set 6 
alternate ‘e’

deFault style 

stylistic sets 5 & 7 
alternate  

‘w,’  ‘a’  and ‘g’ or wrangler?

a comparison oF roman and italic

Metro Nova In Use
indicates alternate
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The lowercase ‘e’ is what I adore the most. It is said that you get  
the ‘e’ right when it looks like it’s smiling, and the one in Metro Nova 
is exceptionally joyful — one that makes me smile, too.

Toshi Omagari is a graduate of Musashino Art 
University, in Tokyo, and received his master’s degree 
from the University of Reading, in England. Shortly 
after receiving his master’s degree, Omagari began  
to design typefaces for Monotype. Clearly proficient 
in drawing letters for the Latin alphabet, he is also 
skilled at designing for several other alphabets, 
including Greek, Cyrillic and Mongolian. 

‘Designing type is an opportunity to maintain  
the visual aspects of a culture, as well as to bring  
it forward,’ says Omagari. ‘Sensitivity to other 
languages and scripts is essential for a type designer. 
In the case of Metro Nova, I wanted to honor the 
original intent of Dwiggins.’

About the designer
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